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As if it were a caterpillar emerging from a chrysalis, Lent term 2022 will be remembered as the term that 
the good ship, St Michael, sailed into the familiar waters of normality; unmasked parents came into 
assembly, innovative and interesting Book and Science Weeks were added to the broad, rich mix of the 
children’s daily curriculum and timetable, matches and competitions, festivals, uniform sales and …oh 
yes…the cut and thrust of normal school.  
 
Sincere thanks go to Miss Saunders and to Mrs Lawler for all of their hard work towards the subject 
weeks. The children had a great range of experiences: The Travelling Theatre Box, The Big Read, ‘unusual’ 
teachers reading to ‘unusual’ children, character dressing up day, fun interaction with an author (there 
once was a cat…remember it… Rastamouse fans?) paleontology, veterinary, forensic, nuclear and medical 
experiences - all hugely enjoyable and memorable for the children. Thanks also go to Miss Tucker for 
preparing the children in Year 2 for their participation in the special Infant Music Festival alongside other 
primary schools and again, together with Ms Cook, for all the children who were involved in the Easter 
Concert. The spectacle of music and dance was a real treat and the children did so very well, especially as 
many of them had not performed in front of an audience before due to previous restrictions. 
 
You may or may not have been aware of some works to improve the Chapel playground: 

• Jesus has been moved from the hiding place surrounded by shrubbery that was threatening to 
engulf Him, and replaced on the back of the hall in a much improved position. 

• The climbing frame is now in place in Saunder’s Meadow, ready to be used again as a wonderful 
resource for our younger children. 

• The placement of the new SMSA shed with a small porch, has further improved the Tranquility 
Corner, giving more space for storage and for children to quietly read during play if they so choose. 

 
Added to this, the Art Room, which is due a much needed face-lift has a new floor (lighting, decoration 
and furniture to come) and more new storage sheds are in place for Mr Saunders, the PE equipment and 
Nursery playground toys. 
 
These simple changes have made a large impact in terms of space for the children, and those of you who 
have been on a tour with me will know that I am committed to making the most of what we have, utilising 
our facilities and space as effectively as possible. The black gate entrance to the School in the morning, is 
now much more welcoming for the children, and anticipates a clear view of the centenary mural that will 
be in place soon, on the side of the Library.  
 
I have been giving a lot of thought to the suggestions from the School Council, organised by Mr Webb. 
Uniform is often a topic of hot debate for the pupils and so, after an expressed desire for an alternative to 
skirts, Mrs Pearce has sourced reasonably priced culottes which have now been added to the uniform list 
for Prep. The climbing frame access, mentioned above, was also a request. As for other suggestions - 
more news to come! 
 
This term, it is au revoir to Mrs Lawler who has worked hard to raise the status of Science, has made huge 
inroads in improving assessment throughout the School and also in reporting to parents. Additionally, we 
say a fond farewell to Mrs Best, who has loyally served the School for 34 years! This is a phenomenal 
commitment to St. Michael’s and one I suspect that will be rarely, if ever, matched. Tina Turner has 
nothing on her! We all warmly wish both Mrs Lawler and Mrs Best the brightest of futures. 
 
Finally, in this season of Lent, I wish everyone a restful and happy holiday and that the hope that is Easter, 
brings you joy.             
          Mr James Mobbs, Headmaster 
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A message from the Chair of Governors 

Teacher Pension Update 

Dear Parents 

As we approach the end of another term, I wanted to update you on where we stand with the ongoing 
discussions surrounding teacher pensions.  Since my letter to parents dated 11 March 2022, I am pleased to 
report that there have been a number of very constructive meetings held between Governors and elected 
Staff Representatives, as part  of an ongoing consultation process.  Governors put forward a revised 
proposal that substantially addresses the key concerns raised by staff, and also eliminates the risk of future 
pension cost increases for the School.  The Staff Representatives have indicated that these revised 
proposals have been broadly accepted by staff, to the extent that I believe we now have agreement in 
principle on the way forward.  While there is still a way to go to tie down some of the detail, I am 
reasonably confident that we will be able to resolve this matter through a negotiated settlement, and 
without any disruption to your child's education.  To that end, I would like to thank the Staff 
Representatives for the diligent and professional way in which they have approached the consultation 
process.  

Separately, it was great to see the Nursery children enjoying themselves at their Easter concert, where 
there were some fantastic Easter hats on display. After the concert, parents were able to join their children 
in the Nursery, which was a real hive of activity, with lots of glue and glitter 
being used to make some truly marvellous creations.  St Michael's at its best!  

With very best wishes for a peaceful Easter. 

Mark Stennett 

Chair of Governors 

School Fees  - Review moved to the Trinity Term  

Dear Parents 
 

School Fees – Academic Year 2022-2023 
 

As you will be aware, each year the Chair of Governors advises parents at the end of the 
Lent Term the tuition fees set by the Board of Governors for the following Academic Year. 
 

This year, the Governors have decided to delay this decision until the Trinity Term, when more up-to-date 
information is available to them.  Operating expenses have undoubtedly increased, and an adverse impact 
on fees is unavoidable, but it is hoped that this can be tempered by our improving pupil roll.  Therefore, 
parents will be notified in the first half of the Trinity Term the agreed fee increases for the next Academic 
Year. 
 

With best wishes. 
 

Diana Howers 

Bursar 
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The Queen’s Platinum Jubilee 

         

During the Trinity Term, St Michael's School will be celebrating the Queen's Platinum Jubilee.  There are 
many events organised throughout the term, with the main focus being on Friday 27th May.  

Events include 70 good deeds, non-uniform day, a hat pageant, a pudding competition and a time-
tunnel of royal memories, plus many more fun ideas.  

If you, or anyone you know, has ever met a member of the Royal family then we would love to hear 
your story.  Look out for the Engage email explaining how you can share your memory.  

We have titled our celebrations 'Parade, People, Pageant, Puddings and Picnic'. We hope to have lots of 
fun marking this key event in history.  

Thank you in advance for your support.  

Mrs Matthews, Head of Humanities, Mrs Sandling, Director of Studies, Mrs Daye Design and Technology 
Lead. 
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Maths Week (16th - 20th May) 

Parents Welcome 

As we draw nearer to the Trinity Term, so too do we approach the school’s Maths Week.  

Alongside the children’s normal learning, the week will seek to enthuse and energise a love 
of Mathematics through numerous exciting activities.  Already scheduled, we have a Maths-

themed day-long workshop for the whole school.  Rooted in 
creativity and drama, children will embark on various fun problem
-solving activities.  

To those avid readers of the St Michael’s School Newsletter, you 
will remember seeing back in October my appeal to any parents 
who wished to come into school to share their love of Maths and 
its practical application in their professional lives.  To those that 
so kindly replied at the time; I thank you and will be in touch in 
due course to make arrangements. 

To those that may have 
missed the notification, 
please allow me to reiterate. 

Sadly, Maths is often being tarred with the brush "I've always been 
rubbish at", or "...but when would you really use that?"; I see it as my 
duty to redress the balance somewhat.  I would like the pupils of St 
Michael's to have an acute awareness of how Maths can be, and is, used 
out in the real world and its value.  

Therefore, if you feel happy and able to give some of your time to come 
into school and speak with some classes about your job and how Maths 
is an essential part, please let me know (forrest@stmichaelsschool.co.uk).  

Part of this idea is to broaden the minds of those children who may only associate Maths with a small 
selection of careers.  I would therefore love to demonstrate to the children the wide reaches of Maths, so I 
urge those from all career types to be in touch because we do all use Maths all the time; whether it be a 
carpenter or architect using measurements and scales, a business owner calculating their finances; a chef 
considering volumes and quantities; or a designer considering shape and space.  

Thank you in advance,   

Mr Forrest  

Head of Mathematics  
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EASTER HOLIDAYS ART COMPETITION! 

Form 5 have entered 'The River of Hope' competition to design a commemorative flag for 
The Queens Platinum Jubilee. Schools all over the country are entering the competition to 
have their designs made up into silk flags that will line the River Thames to mark the 
occasion. 

Fingers crossed as Form 5 created a beautiful composite design. Well done especially to 
Michael Keddie Secchi for coming up with the idea.  

  Art News 

This holiday, the art competition is to draw an A4 portrait of a family member.  

You can use paint, pencil or pen to create the portrait.  

We are hoping to get lots of entries for this one- good luck to everyone who enters.  

Please hand your entries in at the School Office marked for Mrs Hankey when we return to school—
the deadline is Friday 22nd April.  

Make sure you include your name and form on the back please.  

Have a lovely Easter break. 

Mrs Hankey 

Head of Art 
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  Music News 

In spite of the many challenges thrown at us this term music continues to thrive at  
St Michael’s. 
 
For the first half term Covid prevented us from singing or playing wind instruments as classes, so we became 
very creative.  Nursery and Reception continued to explore percussion and move in time to music, Form 1 
learned how to recreate everyday sounds using their bodies and percussion instruments, Form 2 had to 
prepare for the Infant Music Festival by learning actions to help word learning whilst not singing and by 
learning to accompany using percussion, Form 3 composed their own music to reflect an animal, Form 4 
learned more about the orchestra and researched some composers, Form 5 learned about South Asian 
music, tried some Indian drumming techniques and composed their own music whilst Form 6 learned about 
music from all over the world and experienced playing as part of  a Samba Band. 

 
After half term it was full steam ahead for the choirs (although the Junior Choir had been able to practise 
prior to half term by wrapping up warm and singing in the playground), everyone was back to singing, Form 2 
could prepare properly for their music festival, Form 4 were able to develop their ocarina playing skills ahead 
of their concert and Forms 5 and 6 could start to prepare for the Junior Music Festival and Young Voices 
concerts respectively. In addition to this all concert performances were back on schedule! 
 
Form 4 Informal Concert 
On Thursday 10th March Form 4 finally had the opportunity to perform at their Informal Concert which had 
been postponed in the first half term.  It was a real joy to share the children’s music with each other and 
wonderful to have a live audience too.  Even with only a few weeks practice all the children were also able to 
perform on their ocarinas as a group.   
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  Music News 

Infant Music Festival  
On Wednesday 16th March a very excited Form 2 travelled by coach to attend the Infant 
Music Festival at Crowstone Christian Centre.  This is the first time in two years that the 
festival has been able to take place, it was a real celebration of music giving our pupils a chance to sing and 
play instruments with children from other schools.  The theme of the festival was, Our World. All the songs 
were related in some way and each school had the opportunity to perform on their own.  We also had a 
wonderful lesson about instruments from different parts of the world.  Well done Form 2, you took part with 
great enthusiasm and gave a super performance of your own songs singing in different languages. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Enjoying Music Concert  
For our themed concert this year all the instrumental groups were invited as we have had so few 
opportunities to perform in recent times.  It was just as well as, with no singing allowed in the first half term, 
it was very difficult to prepare the choirs in the usual way.  However, we need not have worried as all 3 
choirs rose to the occasion singing songs about enjoying music and it was fantastic to see the instrumental 
music developing from the youngest players through to our most experienced players.  We always give the 
ballet the opportunity to perform at the themed concert and it was lovely to see so many children involved 
and enjoying their performances.  For Miss Tucker, the highlight of these concerts was being able to have all 
the performers, whether a singer, instrumentalist, dancer or all three, on stage singing together for the 
opening and finale songs.  You could feel the confidence and excitement building each time they performed 
and the smiles on the children’s faces showed how much they were enjoying the experience.  Miss Tucker 
hopes that this concert will encourage more children to commit to the choirs and instrumental groups in the 
future and for more pupils to start learning to play a musical instrument too!  
 
Well done to all the children and thank you to Mrs Matthews for accompanying the choirs, all the 
Instrumental staff and Ms Cook for preparing the children’s instrumental and ballet performances and finally 
to all the staff who stayed behind to look after the children backstage. Videos of the performances can be 
found on the Whole School Google Classroom.  
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Sports News 

This term has seen the return of external sports competitions and participation 
for St Michael's, bringing the values of life back into the PE department. 

We have watched our teams grow with confidence and determination. 

Our competitions calendar included: 

• ISA Football, taking 2 teams to compete / ISA Cross Country Forms 4-6 

• U11 Tag Rugby  / Participation Football Form 5 

• SPSSA Forms 5 & 6 Netball  / SPSSA Forms 1 & 2 Gymnastics 

• SPSSA Form 3 & 4 Gymnastics / SPSSA Forms 3 & 4 Tag Rugby 

• Pre-Prep & Prep Panathlon  

There were so many highlights but to name a few, it was seeing the Forms 1 & 2 
students execute their gymnastics floor routine with such precision to gain 2nd 
place in the Borough and then the Forms 3 & 4 students gaining incredible scores 
in their vault and floor to also be awarded 2nd place in the Borough. The U11 Tag 
Rugby team were phenomenal in their team skills, agility and speedy sprints to 
the try line to win against the hosts, Woodlands School and the determination 
tackling Devil’s Hill at our very first ISA Cross Country was commendable.  

A special mention to Ms Cook with the dance provision she has provided. Our 
students are certainly putting St Michael's on the map at Essex Dance 
competitions with them all gaining outstanding scores and placing. We look 
forward to this department growing further and engaging more students in 
different styles of dance.  

Sport is definitely evolving at St Michael's with more sports and dance clubs 
provision. With greater  involvement in fixtures and competitions for both SPSSA 
Borough and ISA Independent Schools Sports Events we are providing great 
opportunities for the children to discover their talents and more importantly their 
confidence. We look forward to a new set up in the Sports Day format and many 
more competitions in the Trinity term ahead.  

We say a sad farewell to the legendary Mrs Best who has fronted the PE 
department for a huge 34 years. Rest assured, she will be making a guest 
appearance as a VIP at an event in the Trinity term where we look forward to 
hearing about her retirement activities  that she plans to enjoy.  

Yours in Sport, 

Miss Fox 
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Sports News—Match Reports 
Netball Match Report written by Sophia 

On the 10th March, the Year 5/6 Netball team went to a SPSSA Netball 
tournament. 

We played really well as a team and used all of our different passes. 

The team consisted of: 

C= Chaice GA/GS= Millie, Freya, Tia WA= Amelia, Sophie WD= Sophia 
GD= Tia, Peggy, Issie GK= Thea 

Our first match was against Bournemouth Park school - we won 6-0 

Our next match was against Earls Hall School - we won 5-0 

Our final match was against Hamstel School- we won 7-0 

The team had improved massively from our first tournament. 

We are thankful for everyone who came to support us and Mrs Best who kept the whole team positive. 

We can’t wait to play again and improve on our skills and positions. 

Tag Rugby Match Report written by Dylan  

On the 3rd of March, St Michael's Year 5/6 Tag Rugby team played a match against Woodlands School 

The team playing were: 

Captain - Lewis  / Vice Captain - Dylan 
Hari / Freya / Oscar  / Francesca / Jackson  / George V / Josh / Annabelle 

In the first quarter we scored 4 tries, playing really well, with an early try from Hari. The final score was 4-4. 

In the second quarter there were subs. We now had Freya Homer, George Vickery and Oscar. 

We played very well, making some great passes, and some excellent tackling against a very good sub. We 
had some good tries, and even though we had a lot of tries disallowed, we came out 3-2. 

In the third quarter, more subs came on. Freya scored 1 try, and George scored 2. Our tagging was really 
good, and Hari had a superb display. The final score was 3-1 

We had the 4rth quarter which was a good quarter and we had some more great tagging. The final score 
was 3-3. 

Overall we beat Woodland 13-10. We played really well under the coaching of Mr Davies, and Miss Fox. 

We were really happy about our score, and our overall performance. 
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Book Week/Day 

A huge thank you to Miss Saunders for 
organising such a wonderful week of 
activities. Well done too, to all our parents 
for providing the children with their 
costumes for  World Book Day.  

Science Week 

Mrs Lawler did an incredible job to make Science Week such a 

success for the children. We are indebted to all our parents 

who came in to teach such a wide variety of topics. If this week 

didn’t instill a love of the sciences, I’m not sure what would! 
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MRS BEST - 34 YEARS AT ST MICHAEL’S 

We are very sad to see Mrs Best leave St Michael’s after such a long tenure but, before she  

does, we asked her a few questions such as what are her fondest memories and what she is 

going to do next. 

When did you join St Michael’s and who was the Headmistress in charge: 

I joined the school in January 1988 and the headmistress was Miss K Sladden. 

What is one of your fondest memories?  

When former pupil Kara Tointon ( Eastenders, Strictly Come Dancing fame) came to the 
school to present sports awards.  

During her time as a pupil at St Michael's, I had selected her to receive a sports bursary, 
kindly donated by a parent, in recognition of her Gymnastic talent. 

It was so lovely to see her, she remembered all of us who had taught her with affection and 
we had a good chat. 

What is one of your proudest moments as a teacher here? 

I have always felt proud to represent the school, particularly with our sports teams. One sports event that 
especially stands out for me is in 2012, the year GB hosted the Olympics. That year St Michael's was invited 
to compete in the KS2 Southend Borough Sports for the first time. Our little superstars threw, jumped and 
ran their socks off and to our delight we won the event!  

I was incredibly proud of every one of the children who were an absolute credit to themselves doing their 
best and providing positive encouragement and support on the day.  

Miss Tucker saw me later that day and commented on how the result had lifted the spirits of everyone and in 
her travels around the school that day, she had seen everyone smiling. 

Do you have any words of wisdom for the children.. 

'You have been given a fantastic start to your education by your parents and staff at St Michael's. Make the 
most of your time here to learn. You are all uniquely special, always try to be the best version of yourself and 
be kind and respectful to others. 

Wimbledon—a trip I used to take some of our 

pupils to until it got impossible to know who to 

take! 

One year we spotted this guy—he looked right 

at us! 

SMSA School Ball—looks like I photo-

bombed the picture! I had some great  

times! 
I am so proud and honoured to 

have received the award for 

Outstanding Contribution to PE & 

School Sports in Southend 

Schools  - thank you SPSSA! 
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What makes St Michael's a special place? 

I believe it is a special place due to the ethos of the school and the conscientious, caring staff 
that work at the school. 

Do you have anything else you would like to say to staff and pupils? 

Thank you for your smiles and the things you have done and said to make my days at St Michael's 
special.  I will miss you all and will always remember you. I would love to come back and see how you 
are all getting on and hear your news.  Take care of each other and stay active.  

What do you plan to do now you have retired? 

My family are dotted around the world, I have relatives in Somerset, Norfolk, Wales, Australia and New 
Zealand. All being well I would like to spend some time with them. 

Do you have any passions or hobbies that you would love to do more of? 

When I was younger I used to swim a lot and I'd like to go back to swimming regularly again and would 
like to try something new such as yoga/ tai- chi. I definitely want to stay active as much as possible. 

I'd also like to try learning how to do something along the art and craft lines as a complete contrast. 

From all us, we wish you a fabulous retirement Mrs Best! 

MRS BEST - 34 YEARS AT ST MICHAEL’S 

Group picture of all the staff for 

the millenium year 2000 

We had the London Leopards bas-

ketball team come and visit just 

when basketball was taking off in 

the UK. These guys were tall!  

Walter Gerrard—he still 

comes back to teach! 

Happy Days! 
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As my time at St Michael’s is coming to an end I want to take this opportunity to say  
thank you to everyone, to the staff, the parents and the pupils that I have been so  
fortunate to have known. 
 
I have felt so privileged to have been able to teach so many wonderful young people 
here and will carry them all in my memories with me forever. Every one of my pupils has 
made me proud, they have all smiled, laughed and shared their love of Science with me - and that was my 
plan all along! 
 
I have no idea what the future holds for me but I am embracing the idea that ‘you only live once’ and now 
both my girls are independent adults, my plan is to spend some time being me.  
 
I am moving to a house in Norfolk that needs completely renovating, which will take up a lot of my time, I 
have bought a camper van to explore our beautiful country - and maybe beyond. If you want to know what 
I’m up to I have created an instagram account where I will post updates on my new life:  
Lawlers_in_Norfolk  
 
Thank you again for all the support and I wish all of you a wonderful and successful future. I will miss you. 
 

Mrs Lawler - Exciting Future Lies Ahead 

Congratulations to Mrs Matthews 

On top of her busy day job as a Form 4 teacher and  Head of Humanities, Mrs 
Matthews has been busy studying for her Master of Education (M.Ed.) at the 
University of Essex.  

Last April she completed two year’s worth of study with her dissertation on 
Active Listening; something she talked about in a previous newsletter and has 
put to good use in school already. Mrs Mathews’ graduation ceremony took 
place this week.  

Very well done Mrs Matthews! 
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SMSA Update 

And so we reach the end of the Lent term-and haven’t we been busy! Along with disco 

dancing in February to purchasing thoughtful gifts for the special ladies in our lives, we 

surely have finished the term with style and lots of smiling faces. 

In February, we warmly welcomed Crazy Ryan into our school for an afternoon of loud, fun 

entertainment! All children from our littlest to our oldest delighted in a jam packed afternoon 

filled with singing and dancing to their favourite songs. The school hall filled quickly with 

small children jumping about in their glow up glasses, crisps in hand, having a wonderful 

time. We sold over two hundred tickets and made a profit of nearly £900-AMAZING! Thank 

you to everyone who helped run these events. 

March approached quickly and preparations were in full swing for the annual ‘Mothering Sunday 

stalls’. With incredible help and initiative from parents, thoughtful and beautiful gifts were 

bought and wrapped so that every child in the school could visit the stalls and purchase their 

favourite present for a special someone. The children delight in this unique event and again 

a tradition of St Michael’s that hopefully will continue for many more years to come. A huge 

success- which raised £1400 for the SMSA. Thank you everyone. 

So onwards and upwards...the Trinity term will be fun packed with ‘Pennies around the 

playground’, ‘Jubilee celebrations’ and we round the year off with our annual ‘Summer Fete’. 

Exciting times ahead! 

The SMSA are in the process of purchasing some new glockenspiels for Miss Tucker and Mr 

Forrest has requested a ‘Maths Day’ for all children. Miss Fox has asked that we contribute 

towards some new St Michael’s School fixture sports bibs. We have been researching new 

shade gazebos for the netball playground and an eye-catching St Michael’s clock to mark 

the Centenary year- these are just some of the ways in which we plan to use our fundraising 

profits. 

We thank everybody who gives up their time to help at these events, without the support and 

efforts from the school community these unique occasions would not happen. I know you 

would all agree that it’s events like these that make St Michael’s the special place that it is 

today and has been for the last one hundred years- so thank you. 

The SMSA are always looking for helpers, so if you’re interested and can spare a little time 

please contact myself, Jeremy or any of the class representatives via Classlist our new communications tool – 

if you haven’t signed up already please do! PS: Lovely to see some of you at the coffee and cake morning! 

Thank you again and have a restful Easter. 

Amanda and Jeremy 

SMSA 
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It has been a busy term at the Rainbow Room. Myself, Trudy and Lorraine have 
continued to enjoy supporting the children with any medical and emotional needs. I 
have also enjoyed my involvement  with the children via the Woodlands Room group 
activities with Mrs Turner, where it has been a joy to see pupils developing in 
confidence and advancing their mindfulness strategies.  

I have been productive in continuing to ensure staff are adequately first aid trained and look 
forward to providing the first junior first aid club next term. If you have any concerns in relation 
to your child's medical needs please do feel free to contact me noakes@stmichaelsschool.co.uk  

Have a peaceful Easter 

Nurse Amy  

Charity News 

A note from Nurse Amy  

The children raised £330 purchasing red noses for Comic 

Relief Day…. 

….and another £593 for the UNICEF Ukraine Crisis Appeal on World Book 

Day. 

This total was added to this week by another Year 6 bake sale which raised 

another £215 for the Appeal. 

Thank you again to Grace C., Tia, Alice B., Charlotte, Ashleigh, Grace F., Lexi, Florence, 

Chaice, Thea, Sophia and Bea.  
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Uniform Update 

JM/sjp 

1st April 2022 

Dear Parents 

School Uniform 

The Trinity term heralds the change over to the summer uniform; however, it has been 

brought to our attention that the School summer dresses in chest sizes 24" and 26" have 

been out of stock on the John Lewis website for some time. We are frustrated that a 

number of items are poorly stocked, but we are working hard to resolve this. 

As an alternative to our bespoke summer dress, we suggest that the following dress is 

purchased from the John Lewis website until such times that sizes 24" and 26" are back in 

stock: https://www.johnlewis.com/john-lewis-partners-school-belted-gingham-checked-

summer-dress/light-blue/p5520412 

Please note that we are aware that the straw boater is also out of stock in all sizes except XL. 

Until these are back in stock, we accept that some pupils will not have a boater to wear to 

and from school in the Trinity term. 

Lastly, after listening to the pupil voice which is channelled through the School Council 

meetings, culottes have been introduced to the Prep uniform range: 

https://www.johnlewis.com/john-lewis-partners-girls-adjustable-waist-stain-resistant-

school-culottes/p5597958 so that pupils in Years 3-6 can wear culottes instead of a skirt if 

they so wish. We are fully aware that, in current times, we need to be offering options 

such as these and will continue to evolve the uniform where needed. 

We sincerely apologise for any inconvenience caused but hope you have a lovely Easter 

break. 
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School Notices 

YEAR 6 SUMMER CELEBRATION LUNCH - 17TH JUNE 

If you haven't done so already, remember to reserve your place at this year's Summer Cele-
bration, hosted by the Year 6 Parents. Please order your food and purchase your tickets for 
what promises to be a fabulous evening, by following the link below. 

https://www.paperlesspost.com/go/daQkq8WHeDLVo8FvzW1kV 

April 

F 22nd F6 Outdoor Education—Othona 

F 22nd F3-4 SPSSA Sports Hall Athletics—Garrons 

T 26th F4 Outdoor Education—Othona 

W 27th F5 Visit to Southend Seafront  

May 

W 4th KS1 Tag Rugby 

Th 5th F6 Young Voices at the O2 

M 11th  - F 13th  F6 KS2 SATS Week 

T 10th—13th   F5 Staycation Week 

F 13th  F3-6 SPSSA Tennis  

May 

M 16th—F 20th Maths Week 

T 17th  Creative Dance Festival 

W 18th F3-6 SPSSA Quad Kids  

Th 19th LAMDA Exams  

M 23rd CLASS PHOTOS 

Th 26th Ascension Mass 

F 27th Platinum Jubilee Celebrations 

F 27th Half Term!! 

DATES FOR YOUR DIARY 

Any queries please contact Maggie Jeffery or Hilary Carr via the ClassList  app

https://www.paperlesspost.com/go/daQkq8WHeDLVo8FvzW1kV



